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For college kids who have absolutely no idea what they want to be in life, this fun book draws on time-tested principles to help them discover their passions, skills, potential college majors and even their dream job. Mug Cakes: 100 Speedy Microwave Treats to Satisfy Your Sweet Tooth. With dozens of mouthwatering recipes, there is something in this book to please every taste. You'll find inspiring quotes like "Adventure is worthwhile in itself" (Amelia Earhart) and "Yes, I can, and yes, I will." (Emily Dickinson). The Worst-Case Scenario College Survival Handbook. "The Her Campus Guide to College Life" takes the mystery out of college with great insight like how to manage relationships, stay safe, be healthy and make college the best four years of your life. The College Bucket List. Say Yes To College. From Say Yes To College: A Practical and Inspirational Guide to Raising College-Bound Kids by Sharon Chandler and Elizabeth Crane. Copyright © 2005. Used by arrangement with Penguin Group (USA) Inc. If you'd like to buy this book, click here or on the book cover. Buy the Book. What's hot. Your partner in parenting from baby name inspiration to college planning. FamilyEducation does not provide medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. Your use of the site indicates your agreement to be bound by our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Information on our advertising guidelines can be found here. Say Yes to College book. Read 2 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. A dynamic educator teaches parents how to set the stage for academic success. Author Elizabeth Crane and I are the proud authors of "Say Yes To College: A Practical And Inspirational Guide To Raising College-Bound Kids" published by Penguin Publishers. View my complete profile. © 2007 (1). © August (1). Say Yes To College Getting Great Reviews.